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Middle· East Tour Ends
by Stuart Rawlings
(Stuart Rawlings, a .2niJ-yearGW law student, spent
the last year in the Middle East. 7his is the last of three
reports, and it gives impressions of the four Arab
countries that border Israel. Usingpresscredentials, the
author wasable to visit suchplacesas the Aswan Dam,
the East Bank, and the refugee camps in Jordan and
Lebanon. At the end of this report, he offers
conclusions on the Arab-Israeli conflict ..
Before traveling from Israel to the Arab countries, I
went to the United States Embassy in Cyprus to get a
new passport.
. "You cannot enter Syria or Lebanon with an Israeli
stamp on your passport," an official told me,
"although Egypt and Jordan don't care ... And while
traveling, remember that the United States has an
embassy in Jordan and Lebanon, and a Consulate in
Egypt. In Syria we have no representative at all. Syria
claims to be at war with us, so you go there at your
own risk."
•In
Egypt
From Cyprus, I flew to the Egyptian capital of
Cairo. The plane went over ocean, then over a vast
desert, and finally down onto an airport swarming with
soldiers dug in on both sides of the runway. Once
inside the airport, I was confronted by beggars in
ragged robes and outstretched hands. "Baksheesh!"
they yelled; and I soon came to understand that as the
Arabic word for "money."
A cab took me along a large military compound on
the way to downtown Cairo. The driver was a
dark-skinned man called Hassan, and he spoke English
well.
"This country needs war," he told me. "We have too
many people, and if many are killed there will be more
employment." He took me into aback alley, where he
changed some of my' American dollars into Egyptian
piastres at the btackmarketrate of 65 to the dollar.
(The official rate is 42 to the dollar.)
After checking into an inexpensive hotel, I took a
nighttime walk around downtown Cairo. The streets
Arab World
were teeming with people, cars, and donkey-drawn
carts; the air was filled with a stench from garbage,
sewage, and auto exhaust. All the streetlights were out
and car headlights had been tinted blue, so that the
city was almost totally dark. A shopkeeper told me
that this darkness was "in preparation for the war with
Israel. "
"Do you really believe Sadat when he says there will
be 'War in '71 ?" I asked.
"Nobody believes Sadat but you Americans," he
said, while escorting me into hts Perfume Palace. His
fifteen-year old son gave me whiffs of "Lily of the
Nile," "Arabian Night," and 42 other exotic perfumes .
Ayounger son brought in tea, and the father continued
talking politics.
"You know," he said while puffing on a cigar, "you
Americans are really stupid. Your government has
chosen to support 3 million Jews in one tiny country,
while ignoring 100 million Arabs in many large
countries. Why? You have refused to help us build the
(see MIDDLE EAST, p. 4)
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Increase in Attorneys New Government Plans
Endangers Employment Considered at Hearing
(The following article appeared Idealistic young people IS a fear . .. . .
Feb. 6 1972in the New York by A.B.A. leaders that the legal by Howard Rosenthal President would then appoint referendum committee chairman
Times ~nd is reprinted hereby profession will be torn by a Advocate Staff Writer chairmen of five standing Tim Cook retreated from his
permission of the New York controversy over whether to try Two proposals for .a new committees, responsi~le for earlier position that the term
TimesCompany.) . to limit the number of young stu~ent government m the placement, budget, grrevances, "open hearing" was merely an
by Fred P. Gramams people who would be permitted Natl?nadl Law center
h
w~re curriculum, and p~ogram d(nehw "unfortunate nomenclature,"
to become lawyers each year. subrnitte at an open eanng activities). The President an t e and agreed to hear the
There is also concern that a"Jast~ cTuesday .•..night,- After committee 'chairmen would each comments of the two dozen
glut of lawyers may increase consideration and possible receive a small annual stipend. students attending the hearing.
unethical practices, which tend modification by a five-member The second proposal, Discussion centered on criticism
to be most common among student committee, these submitted by John Kern, would of the stipends for officers in the
lawyers' with marginal incomes. proposals, along with a proposal create a Student Forum, with Caulkins plan, and the method
Finally, Robert W. Meserve, to retain the present twenty-five members elected by of electing representatives.
president-elect of the A.B.A.,
sees a potential social tinderbox
in the prospect that thousands
of disappointed young people,
trained in the skills of lawyers
and unable to find work, may
turn against the system that
permitted their plight.
"If you think we've seen
disruption before, think what it
would be if we were pouring out
115,000 qualified lawyers each
year who could find nothing to
do but raise hell with the
system," says Mr. Meserve, a
prosperous Boston lawyer.
Panel Created
Leon Jaworski of Houston,
the current president of the
associaton, announced yesterday
that the A.B.A.'s board of
governors had created a
nine-member Task Force on
Professional Utilization to try to
come up with a program to find
the young lawyers .
The current law school boom
emerged suddenly out of an
economic and ideological
co incidence.
As the job market soured in
(see EMPLOYMENT, p. 11)
The televisiqn-enhanced image
. of the glamorous young lawyer,
intelligent, dedicated and
employed, may soon change for
the worse unless jobs are found
for the thousands of young
people who are now thronging
the nation's law schools, leaders
of the American Bar Association
fear.
This concern prompted the
a ssociation to announce
yesterday a new project to spur
the development of such
embryonic legal specialities as
environmental and consumer law
and to carve out new roles for
lawyers in public administration
and business.
Bar leaders have suddenly
perceived that the country's law
schools are turning out graduates.
at more than twice the rate of a
decade ago and that even at the
present rate, which is expected
to accelerate, the size of the
legal profession will double by
1985.
Distress Foreseen
With the number of young
people in this year's freshman
law class twice as high as the
. projected number of new jobs
awaiting them, the bar
association sees signs of
economic distress among
lawyers.
Underlying the desire to avoid
disappointments among
The George Washington University
Washington, D.C. 20006
Only a handful of people came to the student government hearings which were held last Tuesday.
The poor publicity did not help matters. .
government, will be submitted the student body. The Student
to the student body' in a Forum would in turn elect six
referendum to be held on delegates to a Conference
.Tuesday, April 11. Committee, also composed of
The first proposal, submitted six faculty representatives and
by Don Caulkins would replace one from the office of the dean,
the present Student Bar which would hold "total
Association and Student-Faculty policy-making powers over items
Committee with a single Student of common concern to students
Union. The Student Union and faculty."
would be composed of a The Conference Committee
President, two Vice-Presidents, would also have the power to
five members elected at-large, appoint Joint Committees, each
and add i t i.o n a I c Iass with equal faulty and student
representatives. . representation, and responsible
Each class would be entitled to the Conference Committee.
to elect one representative for After presentation of these
each one hundred students. The proposals was completed,
Student apathy and
disinterest, as evidenced by the
miniscule attendance at the
(see HEARING, p. 2)
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law Student Union Vote Held on Tuesday
The SBA/SFC Committee had
two written proposals submitted
at the April 4 Open Hearing by
Don Caulkins and John Kern.
Twenty-nine students attended
the Open Hearing, many of
whom addressed the five panel
members on specific issues. Most
frequently mentioned were:
stipends for student government
officers, methods of
representation and election, and
responsibilities and procedures,
but with the addition of - 8
students to membership.
Joint Committees
Composed of Faculty
members as at present, but with
the addition of 2 student
members to each Committee.
Office of the Dean
Retains present
responsibilities under re-vamped
Faculty Committee. -
Plan A (Kern)
Faculty
(alii
Student
Body
(21)
(6)
Faculty ~
Committee
Conference
Committee
(central
policy·making
body)
(6) Law
'--- Center
Union
Joint
Committees
means to keep the student body
informed of actions taken by
student government.
After the Hearing four of the
panel members met and
prepared the attached
documents for consideration and
vote by the student body of the
National Law Center.
It was decided to present a
ballot with three choices: the
two plans submitted in writing
at the Hearing and retention of
the present system.
Plan B (Caulkins)
Law Center Union
Complete control over items
'of interest solely to students.
. Creates and administers Standing
Committees. Elects 5 delegates
from its membership plus the 3
LCU officers to serve on the
Faculty Committee
Faculty Committee
Highest policy making body.
of the National Law Center.
Composed of all Faculty
members and 8 students.
Operates with present
HEARING,
from p. 1
hearing, was criticized, and
members of the committee
conceded that any plan would
require strong student support in
the referendum in order to gain
faculty approval.
In order to prevent the
"danger of a fragmented
response," the committee plans
to consolidate suggestions in
terms of general concepts, and
leave specific details to .be
worked out by the newly-elected
governmant.
Members of the Committee,
in addition to chairman Cook,
are Jonathan Moore and
Manning Warren of the Student
Bar Association, and Ray
Anderson and Steven Rothman
of the Student-Faculty
Committee.
(1)
Office of
,the Dean
Standing'
Co'mmittees
Plan A (Kern)
Faculty Committee
Complete control over items
of interest solely to Faculty.
Elects 6 delegates to Conference
Committee.
Law Center Union
Complete control over items
of interest .solely to students.
Creates and administers Standing
Committees. Elects 6 delegates
from its membership to serve on
Conference Committee.
Conference Committee
Highest policy making body
of the National Law Center.
Determines when issues are
exclusive interest of Faculty or
student body, or are
responsibility of the Conference
Committee. Meets weekly.
Delegates authority where
appropriate to the Office of the
Dean and the Joint Committees.
Appoints student and faculty
members to the Joint
Committees.
Jomt uommtttees
Equal number 'of student and
Faculty members on each Joint
Committee unless exemption
approved both by Faculty
Committee and Law Center
Union. Specific powers granted
to Joint Committees from
Conference Committee. Reports
findings and results of activities
to the Conference Committee.
Office of the Dean
Deans are responsible for
,enacting policy decisions of the
Conference Committee, and for
acting as Iiason between that
Committee and the other offices
of the University. Responsible
for maintaining the
administrative, offices of the
National Law Center. Selects
one delegate to the Conference
Committee.
The Caulkins' and the Kern's
proposal would both incorporate
the following items into the Law
Center Union.
I. Name
The new government would
be called the Law Center
Union because it would be a
new structure formed from a
union of the best parts of the
old student government.
II.Structure
Executive
A president, a day
vice-president and a night
, vice-president would be
elected. A secretary, treasures
and parliamentarian would be
appointed by the president,
and their confirmation would
be subject to approval of an
assembly of elected
representatives.
Union Assembly
3 Representatives shall be
elected for each day class of
the three day classes, and one
for each of the four night
classes.
An additional 5
representatives shall be
elected at large.
Committees
The Law Center Union shall
create standinq committees as
,appropriate to student needs.
Me m bership on the
Committees
No later than the third'
meeting of the full Union,
the President shall
nominate representatives to
serve as chairmen of the
standing committees.
The Chairmen's
confirmation must be
approved by a vote taken in
the entire Union.
Committee chairmanships
must be resolved prior to
the first day of October.
No' later than the fourt-h
meeting of the full Union,
each elected representative
must petition the President
for a seat on at least one
of the standing
committees.
Committee membership
shall be open to volunteers
from the student body.
Committee procedure
committee chairman must
report this fact to the
President. The committee
,then has fifteen days to,
study the problem' before
prsenting it before the
entire Union. The
committee may petition
the Union for a fifteen
day extension, but all
matters must be presented
to the entire Union within
thirty days.
Plan B (Caulkins)
Faculty StudentBody
(alii (21)
\11 It
Faculty
Law'Committee (8)
(central I..... Center
policy-making Union
body)
I
,II 1 It
Joint Office of Standing
Committees the Dean Committees
The committee chairman
must hold at least one
committee meeting per
-rnonth in addition to the
two - scheduled monthly
meetings of the entire
Union.
Once legislation is initiated
within the committee or
brought before it by
interested students, the
III. Constitution
The newly-elected Union
assembly shall implement this
framework with appropriate
by-laws.
IV. Amendments
This Constitution may be
amended by majority vote of
the student body.
Washington Law Book CO., Inc.
1917 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
Telephone 785-0424
WASHINGTON'S RETAIL
LAW BOOKSTORE FOR LAWYERS
Your one-stop bookstore in metropolitan Washington with an extensive selection of
materials for the legal community. "." ',' ,"' '.,
. . . .
'* phone orders welcomed.
* scores of legal forms available-list on request.
,* legal stationery-bond, carbon, folders, etc.
* special orders promptly filled with publisher.
* same-day mailing service.
* research facility-=--if we don't have it now,
we'll try to hunt it down.
. Please open an account today-statements issued monthly.' ,
Centrally located two blocks from the Federal Bar Building between 19th and 20th Streets
on Eye Street above Vince's Barber Shop under the awning.
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NewCalendarReferendum Planned
by David Coleman
Student-Faculty Committee representative
Because of the continuing student and faculty
interest in calendar reform, the Student-Faculty
Committee is sponsoring a calendar alternative
referendum. The referendum will be conducted during
this Spring's preregistration for next Fall's semester.
In response to the student and faculty criticism that
students were not fully informed of the issues in past
calendar reform referenda, the fact sheet below should
indicate the variety of ways in which students at the
National Law Center will be affected by the two
alternatives.
In addition, a short questionnaire will be included
with the ballot. Hopefully , this will silence the faculty
criticism that in the past the faculty has not had
enough data to ascertain how students feel about
calendar proposals.
To insure that we will receive close to 100 per cent
response to the questionnaire and balloting, the items
and fact sheet will be enclosed with the preregistration
packets. Preregistration materials will not be accepted
without the completed ballot and questionnaire.
Copies of the calendar proposals and fact sheets will
be posted in the Law Center. Notice of hearings where
students, faculty, and administrators can voice their
views will also be posted.
It should also be noted that student preferences in
the ad hoc February calendar referendum are reflected
in the present two alternatives.
Because the preregistration period will not terminate
before 'the April 21 faculty meeting, the results of the
calendar referendum will be presented to the faculty at
their May 19 meeting.
Considerations of Proposal No. 1
1. Exams ending before Christmas affords students an
anxiety free vacation and several incidental advantages
a)Time to engage in outside employment. b) Time to
pursue law related projects. c) To allow a substantial
vacation not under the cloud of exams is
educationally beneficial because it frees the student
from working on a continual educational treadmill.
2. Term paper problems can be resolved by having
professors accept papers up to and including a day
before the beginning of the second semester. (We are
assuming that professors can still post grades around
the same time they post them under the present
system.
3. GI and VA benefits would not be jepordized
because the term would not officially end until a day
before the second term begins.
4. The proposal meets all bar requirements.
5. For students who would be graduating at the end of
the Fall term, they would have the Christmas holidays
to prepare fore the bar exams. given ln- January,
February, March.
6. Exams before Christmas would necessitate starting
before Labor Day which would cut into summer
employment period.
7. Exams before Christmas would mean a shorter
reading period of 6 days compared to the longer
reading period of the present calendar and proposal no.
2 (though they include the Christmas vacation).
8. Possible burden on the first-year students and
especially night students who use the Christmas
vacation to prepare for exams. This "handicap" will be
vitiated by the fact that all students will be operating
under this calendar. Furthermore that when students
register for the semester they will know when the
exams will be, and with this adequate notice can "
prepare accordingly.
9. Exams before Christmas would cause an adjustment
in the summer school session the first year the calendar
goes into operation. The adjustment most likely will be
that registration for the Fall semester would coincide
with the last few days of the summer school exam
period.
Considerations of Proposal No.2, 1973-74
1. Begins after Labor Day and would not cut into
summer employment.
2. A 23 day period (includes Christmas holiday). This
is substantially similar to the present calendar but with
a slightly longer reading period.
3. Does not eliminate the cloud of exams over
Christmas.
4. An intersession of 6 days.
5. Students would finish exams 5 days later i'1 the
Spring semester as compared to the present calendar
and proposal 1 which might not give them an edge in
Summer employment.
I.Calendar Proposal no. 1 - Before Christmas Exams
1973-74
Aug. 27-28 Registration
Aug. 29 Classes Begin
Sept. 3 Labor Day
Nov. 22-25 Thanksgiving Holidays
Nov. 26 Classes resume
Dec. 5 Classes end
Dec. 6-22 Examinations
(Dec. 6-11 - Reading Period; Dec. 12 - first exam
Two days were taken off for Jewish holidays.
Dec. 23-Jan. 23 Christmas Vacation
Jan. 24-25 Registration
Feb. 18 Washington's Birthday
Mar. 3D-April 7 ' Spring Vacation
April 8 Classes resume
May 8 ~ Classes end
May 9-25 Examinations (May 9-14 - Reading Period;
Washington's Birthday included
II. Calendar Proposal no. 2 1973-74
Sept. 6-7 ; Registration
Sept. 1D Classes begin
Dec. 17 '.. Classes end
Dec. 18-Jan. 2 : Christmas break
Jan. 3-21 Exam period
Thanksgiving Nov. 22-25
Classes resume Nov. 26
(Jan. 3-9 - Reading Period; Jan. 1D- first exam)
Jan. 29-30 Registration
Jan. 31 Classes begin
Feb. 18 Washington's Birthday
Mar. 30-April 7 Spring Break
April 8 Classes resume
May 13 Classes end
May 14·31 Exam period
(May 14·20 Reading Period; May 21 - first exam)
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MIDDLE EAST, trom p, 1
rNobody Believes Sadat but You Americans'
Aswan Dam, forcing us to turn
to Russia. Why? And now you
could end the conflict by simply
telling Israel to give back the
territories occupied since 1967;
but you don't. Why? Is your
government just stupid, or
what?"
After wrestling with these
questions for a while, I asked
him. "Does Egypt want a peace
based on the '1967 borders. or is
it determined to fight Israel until
ALL Israel is given back to the
Palestinians?"
He struggled with this
question for a while. and then
the conversation turned to the
merits of "Lotus Flower"
perfume as compared to
"Nefertiti." I bought one bottle
of the "Lotus Flower." said
"Ma-a-salaam" (good-bye) and
went back out into the darkness
of Cairo.
The next day I visited a
synagogue in the old section of
Cairo. Rabbi Benjamin Ezra told
me that there were 30.000 Jews
living in Cairo. and that there
was no discrimination against
them at all. When 1 asked him
about Israel. he said, "1 am an
Egyptian Jew; I want no part of
the Zionists in Israel."
Later I took a sixteen-hour
train ride south through the Nile
Valley. I saw green fields along
both banks of the Nile. and
behind them were rocky cliffs
several hundred feet high.
Donkeys and carts trotted on a
narrow dirt road (the only one
running the length of Egyptl.
and robed farmers plowed the
fields behind oxen. For the
whole sixteen-hour trip. I. did
not see one tractor. The people
were ragged and shoe less. and
they seemed to be living the
same as they did centuries ago.
I stopped at the pyramids of
G i z a and '11'I a t c h e d a
Sound-and-Ught show that
brought the old Pharoahs back
to life. I also stopped at the
town of Luxor. where enormous
temples had been erected by
Ramses III· and other Pharoahs
more than 4000 years ago.
Carvings on the walls of the
. temples and paintings inside
nearby tombs had been perfectly
preserved due to the hot. dry
climate.
At the end of the train line
was the town of Aswan, near the
famous Aswan Dam. I .was
allowed to take a quick tour of
Agency (UNWRA) in Jordan. He
told me that his agency takes.
care of a total of 1.5 million
Palestinian refugees in Jordan.
Syria, and Lebanon; and he said
the 1971 UNWRA budget was
$46 million.
"We try to give refugees food,
housing. medical care. and
schooling through twelfth grade;
but recently our budget has been
so small that we've had to cut
back on food and school
programs. Over two-thirds of our
budget comes from the United
States. The other nations talk a
lot about Palestine. but they
don't care enough to give
money. Russia; for example. has
given nothing."
Later I talked with Dr. Abid
in a refugee Health Clinic. She
said "The birth rate is about one
per mother each year. This gives
the father a sense of virility. and
it gives the Palestinian "cause"
more fighters for the future war
with IsraeL Birth control and
abortions are rejected here as
being contrary to the will of
Allah." .
I took two trips in Jordan
outside of Amman. One day I
drove south across the "Great
Desert" which Lawrence of
Arabia had crossed in 1917 on
his way to capture the Turkish
fort of Aqaba. Near this road is
the ancient town of Petra. with
3000 year old temples carved
into the cliffs.
On another day I drove west
from Amman to the East Bank
of the Jordan River. I walked
onto the King Hussein Bridge
and to within a couple of feet of
Israeli soldiers. who were calmly
Weeks of winter storms have hit this UNRWA emergency camp at .standing in the middle of the
bridge. "The violence hasBaq'a, near Amman, capital of Jordan. This Arab refugee woman, .
going to fetch water, is one of 40,000 refugees living in the camp's disappeared," a Jordanian Army
officer told me.mud and snow.
valley, the dam has made Egypt population are Bedouins and "There's been no shooting
as vulnerable as it has made it half are refugees from Palestine. here since last summer, and
strong. I noticed that most of the Palestinians are now allowed to
Jordan people in the streets wore good cross this bridge to visit their
After taking the train back to western clothes. and many spoke families on the West Bank. They
Cairo. I flew to Amman. the English. The streets were can stay in Israel for one month,
capital of Jordan. Red-scarfed well-paved, and the houses were and then they must return or
soldiers of King H ussein'sArmy large and well-built. In contrast, else apply for a permanent visa:'
stood guard at the airport and at the ten refugee camps around "How many Palestinians have
several checkpoints going into Amman 'were very muddy and crossed permanently from
the capital city. My cab driver. crowded. with tiny huts built Jordan back into Israel sine the
Abdul. told me "We love our out of corrugated iron roofing. 1967 war?" I asked.
King. He has been betrayed by I obtained permission from "Only about 2000 (out of
man y pe 0 p le.:-Egyptians, the Jordan government to visit 530.000 refugees in Jordan). and
Palestinian Commandos. Syrians. several of these refugee camps. all of these returned this last
and others. But he is a good In one of them. I had tea at the year. More will go back next
man. and now his Army is in home of Mohammed Jawad, a year. when Israel is satisfied that
control of Jordan." 35-year old man with a wife and they won't come to fight."
eight children. They all lived in a Syria
room about 15 feet square. and Syria severed its relations with
a t night they slept on
wall-to-wall .mattresses. "We do
not belong here." he told me.
"We must return someday to our
land."
"Would you be satisfied if
Israel gave you back the West
Bank?" I asked.
"On this question,
Palestinians disagree. Some want
all of Palestine (now Israel) and
will fight until we get it. Others
want what is possible. and they
would be happy just to return to
the West Bank. Some
Palestinians would be willing to
work with King Hussein on this.
and others hate him and would
never live in the West Bank
under his rule. We are very
divided."
Later in the day I talked with
Mr. Basil Ennab, who directs the
United Nations Works and Relief
that the dam could produce all Commando groups' in all, and
of Egypt's power needs for the they occupied different areas of
next fifty years. The dam had the towns in Jordan. They began
also raised the level of the Nile fighting themselves as well as the
River 85 feet, and thus had Jordanian Army, and everyone
created 200-mile, long Lake was living in. terror (except the
Nasser. Israelis). Two times the
She said that there were 5.000 Commandos broke into my
Russians working on the dam office here and machine-gunned
(and its defense), but I saw none all the files and the pictures on
on my tour. It occurred to me the walls. Nobody could go to
that if an atomic bomb were work and Amman was under
dropped on this dam. the water seige for 12 days. Then finally
from Lake Nasser would our King sent the Jordanian
probably run down the Nile Army into the towns and
Valley with such force that recaptured them from the
everything in its path would be . Commandos. Now all is quiet."
destroyed. Since 90% of Egypt's Amman is' a city built on six
people live and work in this, hills. and half of its 500.000
Some of the Arab refugee children at the Palestine refugee camp
in Rafah, Gaza, have a hot meal at the Supplementary Feeding
Centre.
the dam. and I noticed that it Later I visited a businessman
looked small and 'rather ugly. named Riad, and he told me
Barren brown hills stretched, "For two years the Palestinian
around it. arid near the dam Commandos refused to cross the
itself were large warehouses and Israeli border and fight Israel.
factories. My guide, a woman of Instead they tried to take over
about 45 called Leila. told me Jordan. There were 40
my short drive through Syria, I
saw many soldiers on the
Jordanian border, and lnoticed
shabby clothes and solemn faces
on people on the streets of
Damascus, At night I saw that
few houses had electricity.
One Syrian riding in myaar
told me that there was no point
in trying to negotiate for the
return of the Golan Heights. The
Syrian government "will
negotiate for nothing with Israel
except the final pushing of all
Jews into the sea."
Lebanon
Crossing into Lebanon. I was
surprised to see snowy
mountains and cars with ski
racks on the top. Pheasant
hunters roamed the foothills
above Beirut; and the sense of
sport continued into the capital
itself. where people talked about
"big winnings" at the casinos.
The Lebanese spoke English and
French as much as Arabic. and I
found that the country is mostly
Christian. Still. Arabs all over
the Middle East consider it their
vacationland. and the Lebanese
government gives token support
to the Palestinian cause.
I arranged for a meeting with
members of both EI Fateh and
the Palestine Liberation Front.
Mahmoud Younes of EI Fateh
told me that both of these
groups are dedicated to the total
destruction of Israel. "We will
not consider negotiations for the
West Bank or any other part of
Palestine." he said. "All our land
must be given back. and we will
fight for it."
"What do you think of King
Hussein?" I asked.
"We hate him." he answered.
"He has killed 20.000 of our
Commandos, and we will never .
rest until their deaths have been
avenged:'
Conclusions
Altogether, I spent eight
months in the Middle East; and
these are the conclusions which I
have made:
1) THE BLAME for the
Arab-Israeli conflict should be
spread among many people and
many nations: the Zionists (who
insisted upon taking over a
predominantly Arab territory l.
the Palestinian extremists (who
have refused to con~der
negotiating with the Jews since
1947). the leaders of adjacent
Arab nations (who have insisted
upon fighting despite the futility
and bloodshed of such wars). the
United States (for refusing
After each spell of rain, this camp near. Amman turns into a sea
of mud for several days and everywhere there are shivering children.
Jordan during the last summer. immigration visas to Jews in the
in a show of support for the 1940s. and for establishing the
Palestinian (anti-Hussein) cause. State of Israel in total disregard
. However. I was able to secure a for the Arabs already there),
transit visa to pass through Syria other nations (for having the
on my way to Lebanon.' During (see ARABS, p, 5)
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Arab-Israeli Conflict Fault
same poticy as the United Statesl.,
and the United Nations (for not
maintaining the borders it was
supposed to protect).
2) THE PRESENT PEACE is
due to three main factors: the
absolute military superiority of
Israel, the absolute chaos of
leadership in the Arab countries,
ane the diplomacy of the United
States. On this last point, I think
President Nixon and the United
States State Department should
be commended for arranging the
1970 Suez Canal ceasefire, and
for their continued mediation
between Egypt and Israel.
3) THE GOLAN HEIGHTS
should be kept by Israel until
Syria manifests a sincere
intention not to bombard Israel
from these hills. Such a change
in Syria's policy may not come
for a long, long time.
4) THE WEST BANK should
be slowly turned over to the
Palestinians who live there. This
means that Israel should
maintain control over the
borders of the West Bank, over
the immigration of Palestinian
refugees, and over the military
of the West Bank, for as long as
the threat of attack on Israel
persists. The place of King
Hussein in such a settlement is
uncertain at best, since he is
hated by most Palestinian
Commandos.
5) THE EAST BANKshould be
integrated into the west bank,but
only after the Palestinians living
of Many Nations
of Aqaba and the Milta Pass. suffering inflicted upon the Arab
Afterwards, if very good Palestinians twenty years ago.
relations ever develop between Regarding all these occupied
Israel and Egypt, all of the Sanai territories, I belive that Israel
Peninsula might be returned to, shoul· keep its present
Egypt. boundaries until the respective
nations or peoples are ready to
sign formal peace treaties. The
alternative (giving these
territories back without such
treaties) would only invite war
at this time. It is also prudent to
acknowledge the instability of
most Arab regimes, and the
consequent fragility of most of
their treaties.
10) THE UNITED STATES
should continue to mediate.
between Arabs and Jews. It
should not give more military
aid to Isreal (Israel cantake care
of itself now), and it should
treat the Arab countries with
full brotherhood and dignity.
there have shown a desire to live
at peace with Israel.
6) THE GAZA STRIP should
also be integrated into the West
Bak, but only after the people
there have shown a desire to live
JERUSALEM (outside the old
walls) should remain the capital
of Israel.
8) THE SANAI PENINSULA
should be kept by Israel until
Egypt shows a desire to
II) ULTIMATELY, THE
UNITED NATiONS should
handle problems like the
Arab-Israeli conflict. This means
not only an increased budget for
UNWRA, but also the
establishment of. a United
Nations Armed Forces which
can enforce border agreements.
Until the general concept of
int e r n ationalism takes hold,
people will still think (and fight)
in terms of "Jews",
"Palestinians", a nd other
groupings; and conflicts such as
this one in the Middle East will
continue throughout the world.
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This one room, near Amman, Jordan, houses a family of twelve.
at peace with Israel.
,71 OLD JERUSALEM should
be made an international city,
governed under a United Nations
mandate. There is no reason
(except for the whims of fanatic
Hassidic Jewsl why this should
not be done immediately. NEW
negotiate. At that time, Israel
should sign an agreement giving
Egypt a ten mile strech .of the
east bank of both the Suez Canal
and the Gulf of Suez. This
would allow Egypt to reopen the
Suez Canal, while preserving
Israel's control over the Straits
9) THE PRE-1967 ISRAELI
TERRITORY should be kept by
Israel. Twenty years occupation,
a new generation born, and a
million new settlers have given
Israel a claim to that land. At
the same time, Israel should
acknowledge the injustice and
hy Nacrelli?
Why did over 21 ,000 students choose the
NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL?
Because
• It is the MOST EXPERIENCED bar review school in Washington. '
• It has the KNOW-HOW of over THIRTY YEARS of teaching success.
• It has consistently maintained the HIGHEST PASSING RECORD throughout the years.
• Mr. Joseph A. NAcRELlI PERSONALLY CONDUCTS the ~chool and its teaching.
• The PERSONALIZED TEACHING TECHNIQUE, combined with the professional
LAWYER·L1 KE APPROACH, sets the NACRELLI school apart from any other
school in Washington. .
• For the convenience of students, TWO SEPARATE DAY AND EVENING SESSIONS are
offered for each course. . ,
• Students may prepare for TWO BARS WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE by attending two
review courses: either D.C. and Virginia, or D.C: and Maryland.
• The tuition includes a complete set of briefs whichare YOURS TO KEEP.
• The NACRELLI School is the ACKNOWLEDGED, LEADER in its field.
• It is the FIRST SCHOOL IN WASHINGTON to conduct a combined multi-state (MBE)
and essav-tvpe (Board's Test) bar review course in preparation for the Maryland
Bar examination.
• It is the OLDEST and most SUCCESSFUL BAR REVIEW SCHOOL in Metropolitan
Washington.
• Its reputation is based on the opinion of THOUSANDS of SUCCESSFUL NACRELLI
STUDENTS throughout the country.
NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
1334 lOG" Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 • (202) 347-7574
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Editorials
The Alumni LeHers
to the Editor:
Views Aired
Because this is the first issue of The Advocate which most alumni
have received since last December's issue, we would like to make The student body of the
some reference to that issue. National Law Center is faced
We received several letters from alumni condemning the editorial with a real chance to improve its
board discretion in printing an article by Greg Siggers, a recent GW position here at GW. A group of
Law School graduate, which contained some"four-Ietter" words. We SBA officers and representatives
really never considered the use of these words to be. extremely have developed a poorly-drafted
controversial until we received the alumni response. Constitution to replace the
The Law Alumni Office became quite distressed as twenty or so pre sen t S B A and
critical letters began to arrive at their office. We were informed that Student-Faculty Committee
the Alumni Office would not sponsor further Advocate alumni (SFCI. They have arbitrarily
issues for some time. However, because of strong student response rushed into this plan in apparent
favorable for sending another issue to the alumni, we supported . reaction to an article in the
ourselves in this most recent venture. The Alumni Office was kind Advocate by Professor Banzhaf.
in allowing us the use of their mailing lists. The res u Its 0 f a
We believed that Mr. Siggers article had a great deal of merit and r poorly-advertised open hearing
deserved full consideration, not merely from the newspaper's and a two hour meeting by a
editors but from law students and lawyers. The fact that a group of .hastily-formed committee will
under fifty men (i .e. professors and administrators) have unilateral be presented to the student
decision-making power over a group of 1800 men and women in body in an emergency
matters which effect the larger group's style of professional life and referendum April 11th. No
type of education is worthy of deep thought. justification exists for the haste
In addition, an institution which exists for the purpose of and sloppy thinking and writing
teaching the intracacies of adequate redress through the American that-is reflected in the actions by
legal system, is being extremely hypocritical by refusing to establish the SBA.
fair grievance procedures to less experienced but certainly as At the open hearing SBA
mature, members of the institution. . Secretary Manning Warren
We do not condone the use of the words at issue in all dismissed a legitimate question
circumstances. Actually, the Siggers article has been the only article about the legality of these
under the present editors that has contained such words. However, actions under the SBA's present
we felt Mr. Siggers frustration was an integral part of his argument constitution by stating that it
and the words, as used, enhanced that point. Lawyers do become was an "inherent" right of the
frustrated, at times. SBA to act in this fashion in
Many students agreed that Mr. Siggers article had valid points. revising the law school's student
Yet, to our amazement, the alumni response seemed to indicate a government.
reluctance on their part to do more than sluff off the deplorable But a silver lining may appear
conditions detrimental to the human rights of their future from this seemingly dark cloud.
colleagues, and a willingness to do no more than immaturely The incident may provide the
complain about words which are used in various degrees by street initial spark for a meaningful
people and professionals- even lawyers. revision of the power structure
The letters, all of which were printed in a subsequent Advocate of the law school. To see why it
issue, contained such revelations as, "I was thoroughly dismayed is needed and why the Kern plan
disgusted and disgruntled with the writer and in a greater degree for constitutional revision (Plan
with the Editor and his staff in the total absence of discretion, goa'd A) is preferable let us examine
taste, and accountability to the profession and the standards we the relations between the
strive to uphold." Another member of the profession said "Now I Faculty and the student body"
have read all about Holden Caulfield, and I have watched 'MASH' during the past year.
and 'The Owl and the Pussycat'; I do not consider myself a prude, During this academic year the
or a Comstock." Faculty Committee has denied
Finally, a letter from Jacksonville, Texas, said that the words in student requests for changes in
the article were "not befitting the high standards of the legal the areas .of : scheduling;
profession-a profession which has preserved the rights of persons make-up exams; anonymous
and properties since thebeginning of civilized society." g I' a din g; and fa cui t y
We welcome constructive "criticism or praise of anything written discrimination. These rejections
in The Advocate. However, we do not consider the letters in have come in the form of
question to have eminated from attorneys who intelligently and refusing to discuss proposals,
rationally considered the issues, but rather from attorneys who hide denying their merit, or returning
behind their professionally elitist cloak. One gentleman said that them to the SFC for further
"not all men, or women, are truly worthy of being members of the . study.
profession and this is the reason the profession is not held in higher As Professor Banzhaf has
esteem by the general public." pointed out, the division of.
We agree with the above comment. However, in our opinion, the student. "power" between the
use of four-letter words in an appropriate context is not the cause SBA and the SFC has further
for the lack of high esteem referred to above.' " weakened our ability to bring
O
. about change. But not in the
n the contrary, the failure of too many lawyers to consider . h . li dll Th F I
themselves as common men and women who have merely developed wadythe IDm
p
re 'h' e dacuhty
. . I' " '. . an e eans ave use t IS
a specra expertise, rather than better than thou" elitists who can II d bloultv l h d
take advantage of or who can dictate what is good or bad to others a ~g~ am I~UI'YfIn ht ~ stul ent. . . . . opinion to JUStly t elr ca lous
IS, In our opiruon, the pnmary reason for, the profession's failure to di d fl·'
obtain greater respect isreqar 0 our egltlmate
. concerns, and thus avoid dealing
with our proposals 'on their
merits.
Why should the factlfty listen
to the students? In these days
when some high school students
have predominent authority in
decision-making within their
.schools (even to the point of
participating in the hiring of the
faculty) and when many are
becoming registered voters and
even school board members,
there is little substantiation to
the charge that law school
students are incapable of
assuming more than token
responsibility for
decision-making.
The great majority of GW law
students are 21 years of age or
older; are college graduates; and
are gainfully employed. In the
case of the night students the
level of maturity and experience
is even greater. In the first year
night section there are
Tuesdoy's Union Vote
To consider the most viable structure for a student union and
grievance mechanism at this law school is probably meaningless. The
Plan A (Kern) proposal, as against Plan B and the present SBA/SFC
debacle, offers the most direct and equal access to the policy
stucture, Unfortunately, law students here seem to enjoy being
dumped on. For the most part, they have been either too awed or
frightened by professors, or have succumbed to the easy route of
calmly passing through three frustrating years in anticipation of "
eventually bearing the fruits of professionalism.
Advocate Staff
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on Student Govt.
physicians, patent examiners,
engineers, lobbyists, high school
teachers and prtncipals- and
many other occupational groups
are represented. Many of the law
school students are married and
support themselves, spouses, and
often children. If law school
students' at GW are mature,
perhaps the 'problem is the
special nature of the law.
It has been argued repeatedly
by the Deans and the Faculty
that law school is more than a
place to learn a specific body of
subject knowledge; it is learning
the skills associated with
"thinking like a lawyer" that
makes it unique, lf' this is so,
why are there so few courses
specifically identified as "skill"
courses? And even if these skills
are taught as part of
subject-matter courses, what
evidence exists that students are
incapable of comprehending and
participating in the process of
creating and administering the
educational system called "law
school?"
The student body is now
faced with two plans on the
referendum for next week. The
Caulkins plan (Plan B) merely
restructures the present
SBA!SFC into a more unified
operation. Its only advantage is
that the students will speak with
one voice instead of two. If we
reconstruct the. "student
government" at GW without
obtaining equal power with the
Faculty, we will still be playing
at being responsible adults
without actually having the
responsibility we' ought to be
seeking.
The only way to bring
meaningful change at GW is
through a direct challenge to the
Faculty's total Authority over
us. Immediate success is
unlikely; but token
representation on the Faculty
Committee (already rejected
once by the _Faculty in 1970)
should not be our goal. It would
only. confuse the issue. We must
pla"inly state our ultimate
objectives, unite, and force the
issue through negotiations and
other means if we are to escape
from our present position of
powerlessness. The Kern plan
(Plan A) deserves every student's
consideration and vote.
Ray Anderson
SFC member
A government is no better
than the people who run it. If
you had no government, but a
highly motivated group of
people, many positive things
could be accomplished without
the formalities attendant to
government as we presently
know it at the National Law
Center or as we can belatedly
relate to it during our entire
educational experience.
It would also be a basic truth
to say that there is less than
total interest on the part of the
student body towards the
important issue of governmental
reform. I say important because
it is. It is appalling to see how
few students understand the
benefits to be derived from a
we l l-s t ructured, well-run
government.
As stated in an earlier issue of
the Advocate, a group of S.B.A.
representatives studied the
problem and offered suggestions
which became embodied in
proposals A andB to be
submitted for your
consideration on a referendum
scheduled for April 11, 1972.
I urge you to vote for.
whichever one of these proposals
you believe will offer the best
hope for an effective student
voice in the decision-making
process at this school. Although
any form of student government
will have to deal with the
problem of faculty and
administrative interests, I believe
that these proposals are
significant improvements in the
area of student government
accountability to students,
. initial faculty veto power
compromising student desires,
and a lack. of a named student
committee system to work with,
fight for, and publicize student
problems.
Ernest Mcintosh, Jr.
President, S.B.A.
The new student government
proposed by S.B.A, President
Ernest Mcintosh reflects certain
critically needed structural
changes, in the present Student
Bar Association. .He is' to be
commended for recognizing the
necessity for organizational
reform.
The pros and cons of student
government could be aruged ad
nauseum, but to date those
advocating the governmental
approach have found the end
result of their efforts to- be
frustration and powerlessness.
A structural model more
suited to the political situation
of law students may well provide
a solution. I would recommend
a Nader or Banzhaf
consumer-oriented organization,
or even a legal aid-type program,
to function as a student interest
lobby at the law center.
Its primary objectives might
be 1) to establish standard
procedures for the settlement of
student grievances, 2) to work
with the Placement Office to
ensure more jobs for Law Center
graduates, correlating this effort
with a program, public relations
or otherwise, to maximize
achievements of faculty and
students and enhance the
national reputation of our law
school, and 3) to work toward
establishing a better relationship
( if not a social one) between
students and faculty.
I do not suggest that a student
lobby be limited to these
objectives. I only submit that
focusing on specific objectives in
much the same way as Raiders,
Bandits, and legal aid volunteers
focus on specialized problems is
much more relevant and likely
to succeed than focusing on the
m e e tin g s 0 f elected
representatives who claim to be
serving students in a
governmental capacity.
If those models can work for
consumers and indigents,
perhaps a similar model might
work for the law student as well.
And maybe the law school
would provide academic credit
and perhaps stipends to those
who undertake this clinical
approach to improvements of
conditions at the National Law
Center.
I believe the great majority of
(see MORE LETTERS, p. 11)
Evidence Supports Agnew;
Mass Media Distorts News
put that in spite of the favorable,
coverage of the anti-war
demonstrations, there was no
coverage at all of the concepts
wh ich called them into
existence. As she expresses it:
"One heard slogans and chants
but not thoughts. Not one
reasoned explanation of the New
Left's most historic, .economic,
and 'political grounds for
opposing the war was aired by
the network news during the
crucial period of this study:'
The consequences of a situation
in which the only way to obtain
TV coverage is to take to the
streets need no explanation.
A similar complaint has been
voiced by many blacks with
regard to the misleading and
even dangerous racial sterotvpes
fostered by the radical chic
tendencies of the media. It is
charged with considerable
justification that the TV cameras
only show up when the black
man steals, rapes, or riots and
that the media has made no
honest attempt to depct the true
nature of Black America as a
whole. As Miss Efron describes
the situation: during this
period did we hear opinions
from. black scholars,' doctors,
engineers, poets, businessmen,
magazine editors--from the black
middle class with its many
dignified, sophisticated,
intellectual and able people. Not
once did we hear the opinions of
law-abiding, honorable and
noncriminal black workers. And
only once, on NBC, despite
three networks' intensive
coverage of black militants; did
we hear the ideology of the
black militant intellectuals.
In conclusion.. Miss Efron
discusses the shortcomings of
the Fairness Doctrine and
contends that it may actually be
incompatible with the First
Amendment right of free speech. '
Ideally, she suggests, every
segment of our society should
have access to the rnedia to say
what it pleases, without the
pretense of objectivity. '
However, as the prospect of
anything. even remotely
resembling such a situation is
likely to be realized in the
foreseeable future, she suggests
that the public must' make do
with the Fairness Doctrine for
the time being but must make it
work. Otherwise we are likely to
be eternally haunted by Oscar
Wi Ide's observation that in
America the President reigns for
four years--and journalism
,go verns forever.
by Harold C. Gordon
Advocaate BOOk Review Editor
In 1969, when Vice President
.Aqnew made his celebrated
attack on bias in the media, the
reaction of the mediamen can
only be described as hysterical.
At was as if Mr. Agnew had
attempted to rape the Statue of
Liberty: dark hints of
"censorship" and "repression"
were ostentatiously dropped, the
shades of Thomas Jefferson and
Horace Greeley were. invoked,
and the spectre of Joe McCarthy
was conjured up with pleas to
the public for help in exorcising
the evil spirits.
The public, however, had a
mind of its own and the
majority of the American people
chose to believe the Vice
President 'to the utter
consternation of the mediamen
who had bridled at the faintest
suggestion that the government
should tell the people what it
thinks they ought to know but
could see nothing wrong with
themselves telling the people
what they think they ought to
know.
This consternation gave way
to the screaming meemies when
one of the leading news
commentators in the
country--Howard K. Smith-- not
only agreed with the Vice
President that news coverage had
indeed. been slanted to the
"liberal-lett" viewpoint on such
vital issues as the war, the racial
situation, and domestic order,
but declared that Lyndon
Johnson had been "politically
assassinated" by the media and
that the same "assassins" were
attempting to ax President
N ixon whom they "hate
irrationally"--a distinction which
was shortly shared by Smith
himself. Hardly had his remarks
been published when Mr. Smith,
the prototype of the
mild-mannered liberal, was
savagely attacked by his own
colleagues as a man of the "far
right," as "Howard K. Agnew,"
and, incredibly enough, as "a
Southerner who had reverted to
type."
Now, just when things have
finally been brought under
control in the psycho ward,
comes Miss Edith Efron with
enough dynamite to blow the
whole asylum sky high. The
dynamite in this case is her
current book "The News
Twisters", a scientific study of
news slanting which, carefully
documented, authenticated,
detailed, indexed, appendixed,
footnoted and cross-reference,
not only proves that Mr. Agnew
was right in his accusations of
bias but that in actual fact his
speech was a model of
self-restraint.
Miss Efron's methodology in
preparing this study was simple:
during the Presidential campaign
of 1968-from September 16 to
November 4-·she simultaneously
tape recorded all weekday news
broadcasts of each of the three
major networks and then
reduced them to written
transcripts, 'calculating the,
number of words spoken for and
against particular persons or'
issues.
The results are shocking. Not
only do they indicate that the
number of words spoken against
the Vietnam war and the
bombing halt on' all three
networks was substantially
greater than those spoken in
favor of these issues but they
also reveal that on all three
networks the number of words
spoken against candidate Nixon
was between eight and sixteen
times greater than those spoken
in favor of him, not to mention
the nature of those words. So
much for the FCC Fairness
Doctrine which requires that
news coverage be "nonpartisan,"
"equal," and "equally forcefuL"
Indeed, by the time Miss
Efron concludes her discussion
of candidate coverage during the
1968 election with' a careful
analysis of the favorable
treatment accorded candidate
Humphrey, both in the selective -
presentation of the news and the
editorial comment, it is no'
exaggerationat all for her to make
the following observation:
Network reporters in alliance
with Democratic-liberal
politicians portrayed Hubert
humphrey as a talkative
Democratic saint studded over
with every virtue known to man.
Deprived of reporters in league
with Republican-conservative
politicians, .Mr. Nixon. is not
portrayed as a human being at
all but is transmogrified into a
demon out of the liberal id.
But Miss Efron does not limit
herself to the efforts of the
media to knife Mr. Nixon. She
also explores the legitimate
complaints of many other
groups, left and right, to the
type of coverage (or lack .of it) .
that they have received.
Commenting on the New Left,
for example, Miss Efron points
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On Law, Baseball, and
Chinese Restaurants
by Jeff Menick
Advocate Columnist
In its Sunday Outlook section, the Washington Post
excerpted Mark Green's open letter to Derek Bok in N~w York
magazine on law student activism. Green is an attorney with a
Nader group, and Bok is now President of Harvard University
where he was law school dean while Green was a student.
The publication of the article, as much as its contents,
deserves some reflection. It shows that the evolving role of the
attorney in America during the last third of the twentieth
century is of interest not only to lawyers, academicians, and
law students, but to the general public as well. During the
entire decade of the 1960's, lawyers in their various guises
were the spokesmen for most of the reform and social activist
movements that swept the country. From the Civil Rights
movement to the new wave of consumerism, lawyers have
been in positions of leadership and inspiration.
On closer examination, however, all of us are aware of the
fact that these activists have been a very small minority of the
legal profession. The large law firms hire far more graduates
each year from more applicants than all of the public interest
oriented organizations. Furthermore, after completing a vear
of law school, it is easy to see that no one can complete an
entire J.D. program with no exposure to activist courses or
philosophy, in this or any other law school, and too often
people participate in activist credit programs simply for all
easy two credits.
There .are obviously many answers to the questions about
the proper role of the attorney in our society. Monroe
Freedman will provide one answer, William Knustier another,
and David Green, yet a third. In fact, each of us must make
these· basic value decisions. on an individual basis. What is
important, to me at least, is that these questions be asked,
both inside and outside of the classroom. It is entirely too easy
to get channelled into a career without reflecting upon our
purposes in entering that career. It should be part of the goal
of the law school administration, and curriculum planning, to
provide the means of encouraging each individual who enters
law school to find a comfortable niche in which to function as
a human being as well as an attorney.
I have no doubt that many things have improved since the
days when 60 of the 84 needed credits were in required
courses but much remains to be done,and students, faculty
and administration should begin to work together to make law
school more of a worthwhile experience than the drudgery it is
to too many of us.
It was pleasant to see one of my preseason predictions come
true, with Maryland easily taking the N.I.T. Once UCLA got
by Long Beach, no one was going to stop them in the NCAA
so it is now on to the very boring baseball season, presently
strike bound, but actually muscle-bound due to the lack of
brainpower in the baseball executives' heads. While probably
the most strategically exciting sport, baseball is certainly the
dullest to watch, and except for the National League Western
Division, there won't even be exciting pennant races to spark
fan interest. Baltimore, Oakland, and Pittsburgh should have
little difficulty in winning their divisions, although the death
of Gil Hodges gives the Mets season a "win one for the 01'
Gipper" flavor. I like the Dodgers in the NL west, but then I'm
a Dodger fan so consider me prejudiced. Along about July, the
Redskins' training camp opens, and my interst in pro sports
picks up again. .. .. ..
Recent experiences at restaurants in the Chinatowns of
Philadelphia (The Mayflower! and New York (The Mandarin
Inn), have made me decide to try my luck in D.C. as soon as I
can come up with some money. I had great meals at both of ,
these places for far less than my two favorite D.C. Chineses
Restaurants, The Empress and the Yenching Palace. As soon as
my budget allows; I'll report on what I find in the barren
wastes of Washington's Chinatown.
Course Advice Given.to First- Year Students
by LHannaway addition to the first-year
Teaching Fellow courses, Corporations (4),
Many first year students have Federal Income Tax (3), Sales
approached me and other (21, Conflicts of .Law (3), Trusts
Teaching Fellows with questions & Estates (31. Federal
about selecting courses. Because Jurisdiction (2), Evidence (4),
the faculty advisor program was Equity (2), Domestic Relations
discontinued a few years aqo., (2) ,are essential. .
first year students are given little Some people consider Trusts
help in the scheduling process. It and Estates II (3), Agency and
is hoped that this article answers Partnerships (2), Creditors
the questions most fi,rst ~ear Rights (3), and Federal Antitrust
students have about registration. Laws (3), to be important.
1) There are certain courses The courses in the first group
which must be taken because are on every bar exam and give
they are basic to any lawyer's one the type of broad legal
operation. This is true whether background needed in order to
he or she is a Corporation lawyer practice. The utility of the
or a public interest lawyer. In courses in the second group, that
is T and Eli etc, depends on.
one's field of interest. In any
event, the first group of courses
should be taken by everyone.
These '--"traditional courses"
should not make up a total
semester's work. We have very
rich elective offerings and it is
wise to take two of the
traditional courses, a clinical
course, a. paper course, a
passlfail credit activity, and a
course a student might feel he or
she would like to specialize in
e.g., Environmental Law, Urban
Law, International Law. By
arranging a schedule in this way,
a student has a far more
interesting semester 'and he or
she is not -taking the 'most
difficult courses at the same
time.
the law school. These are not
listed in the handouts from the
records office. It is up to the
student to' know they exist.
Also, during registration, consult
the exam schedule for the next
semester. Avoid, if possible,
courses in which exams are given
on the same day.
4) Lastly, most first year
students don't know what
they're interested in. Take
courses that look like fun and do
not be overly concerned with
their later value. Law School
should be not merely a trade
school but an educational
experience.
2) As to credits, be careful
not to take all the three and four
credit offerings in the second
year. If this is done, all that will
remain for the third year will be
two credit courses. It is not an
enjoyable experience to take
seven two credit courses in the
third year.
3) Students should' own a
cataglog and consult it during
registration to see what clinical
activities are available outside
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Oil Advertisements Cosmetize
I . .
Industry
A Commentary Te xaco-Shel l-Gul f-Standard's
by Dave Cooper ads? Their advertising suggests
Advocate News Editor the most advanced stage of
For me, the evening television e con 0 m i c de ve I0 pment:
news has always been a fearsome monopoly. Where monopoly is
and discordant confrontation government sanctioned as with
with the horrors and indignities public utilities, the advertising
of the world. But lately, the does not encourage you to
cacophony has been interrupted change brands; you either-use 11
by a series of almost sublime telephone from Ma Bell or do
messages from one or the other without, nor does the advertising
of the five or six giant oil usually attempt to encourage
companies telling me of the demand (Pepco's all-electric
efforts that Texaco-Shell-Gulf-- home ads are an exception).
Standard Oil have made to make Rather; advertising is designed to
American and the world a little encourage public acceptance and
better. generate goodwill. The
Like most Americans, I dearly advertising is transformed from
want things to be better too, and e con 0 m i c top 0 lit i c a I
the peaceful vistas that inducement.
Texaco-Shell-Gulf-Standard _ A.T. and T. spends millions of
conjures up for 30 seconds a dollars convincing us how happy
couple of times a night have its telephone system makes us.
been most reassuring, but now That way, when "they tell you
and then, I catch myself about the next telephone rate
wondering why these people are increase you'll remember those
spending thousands of dollars a simply darling little girls talking
second to tell me about all the so cutely over the phone in the
good things they are doing ad you saw last night, and you
rather than peddling me their deci de not to write your
gas. Congressman after all.
Weren't ads created to tell The utilities figure they
everyone how much better and already have the public utility
cheaper your product is than the commissions and the politicians
other guy's so that you can grab (like Kliendienst) locked up but
a larger chunk of the market to hedge their bets with a few
which you are rightfully throwaway ads to keep the
entitled? Apparently, that's only consuming public in the right
the way it is in the beginning; frame of mind.
after the thousands of little As it is with monopolies
lemming-firms are eliminated di rectly sanctioned by the
leaving four or five big brutes, government, so it is with
the style and content of the monopolies that are indirectly
advertising changes. Demand sanctioned.
must be stimulated in order to Now, the economists will tell
make more profits, since none of you that the oil industry is an
the brutes wants any of the oligopoly, which means several
others to go out of business. The rather than one giant firm
admen aim to get you to spend dominates the field. But their
more of your money on the advertising is pure monopoly.
product the industry produces It's your goodwill they're after,
and all the producers benefit by not a place in your gas tank.
the inflated demand. One ad that Texaco-Shell--
But w hat abo u t Guld-Standard puts out is really
OLVERSON BAR'REVIEW
1. Prepares you for the bar by an effective use of the case
system.
2. Combines theory and practice in reviewing and analyzing
thousands of bar-type questions.
,
3. Provides you with complete briefs on all subjects so that
class time is devoted to actual problems and not to
supplementing the briefs.
4. Gives you the maximum guaranty of passing the first"
time.
Come and see for yourself. You are invited to attend any class
at any time without obligation whether you are taking the bar
now or later.
Virginia Courses - Day and Night sections
April 3 and June 2
D. C. Courses
April 15, May 29 and June 9
Take either course and you may attend any other without
additional tuition. -
"VA APPROVED
Conveniently located - Two minutes from George Washington
University Law School.
Call or Write:
OLVERSON BAR REVIEW
Federal Bar Building West
18~9 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 659-1722
beautiful. Now it may take a
certain amount of audacity to
tell people that off-shore oil
drilling doesn't hurt fishing, but
it takes plain old fashioned
hubris to tell them it improves
fishing! But that's what
Texaco-Shell-Gulf-Standard is
telling us every night during the
news... and I'm beginning to
believe them.
How it works, see, is"that the
plyons that the oil rigs are built
on collect this algae or
something and" old mother
nature takes over and before you
know it there's all these little
fish, which are eaten by these
bigger fish, and then, presto; you
got whoppers; I mean whoppers,
and sooner or later the word
spreads and all these little
fishermen start rowing out the
fifteen. or twenty miles to the oil
rigs in their six-foot rowboats
and you got a real sportsman's
paradise just like they show you
in the ad.
What about a filthy, malarial,
pestilential swamp like the
Everglades? One ad that puts a
lump in my throat its so
beautiful, shows how Texaco-Shell-
Gulf-Standard took over a nasty
swamp just like the Everglades
and turned it into a paradise;
they cleaned the water up, got
rid of the bad smell, and turned
it into a regular old Noah's ark
of beautiful animals, and the
best thing about it, the really
unbelievable thing, is that they
were able to pull off this
transformation by drilling for
oil. You get your economic
growth and all those jobs plus your
nature's wonderland in one fell
oil-depleted swoop.
So in all, I'd say the
advertising that Texaco-Shell
-Gulf-Standard lias been putting
on the air has done much for my
goodwill. I love Texaco-Shell
-Gulf-Standard more than ever.
/experll
'typing
Enlarllement Copiea Re.torinll of old Phot06lraph •
Film Fini./'in9 - Color and Blac/r and Whit"
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Faculty Meeting Considers Grading
Dean Kramer called attention Committee for working out the
to an undated memorandum details. The motion passed
en tit led .. Pro p osal for without dissent.
Percentage Ranking Within Dean Kramer stated that the
First-Year Sections" that had memo from Associate Dean
been prepared for Faculty Potts regarding anonymous
consideration by a group of grading had been sent by
students who had consulted with Faculty direction to the
Faculty members and the law Student-Faculty Committee for
Center administration. The text consideration, and that the
of the proposal follows: ' Committee had prepared a
In order to establish criteria memo of its own which had
for academic evaluation, been distributed to the Faculty
first-year students shall have before this meeting. The chief
their standing within their difference between the
separate sections computed on a Student-Faculty Committee
percentage basis, and if, the proposal and that of Dean Potts
student is within the upper 50% was that the Committee
of h is/her section, th is recommended that the Faculty
percentage rankingwill be noted have an option to adjust the
on the student's transcript. This final course grade upward only,
ranking will be used by the for both oral and written work,
Scholarship Committee and law after the anonymous grading of
Review in determining selection the final examination. Since the
and renewal standards. May examination period is
Comments coming soon, Dean Kramer
1. Percentage ranking is asked for an early decision.
intended to supplement, not to Dean Kramer said that any
replace numerical grades. Faculty member may grade
2. Students maintaining a grade written work anonymously now
average of 75 or better, but not if he wishes; he favors an open
included within the upper 50% rule regarding non-exam grading;
of their section, will continue to he suggested excluding from
receive the same consideration compulsory, anonymous grading
for Scholarships, Law Review, all 400 and 500 level courses.
etc., they would have received The part-time Faculty which
prior to establishment of the teaches most of these courses
above ranking criteria. cannot be integrated into the
3. Within the' upper 50% system; most post-J.D. students
ranking, standing will be do not want it; not all300-level
stipulated as upper 10%, upper courses will be covered by the
fO%, upper 25%, or upper 35%. rule. It will not apply to
4. A student taking courses in credit-no credit courses such as
more than one section shall be 220-legal Research and Writing, .
ranked with the section in which or Law 346, 321-322, 385; also
the majority of credit-hours are Law 394,395, and 399 are
taken. outside the plan (thus excluding
5. Night students shall be Professor Nader's course, the
ranked at the completion of Women and the Law course, and
the i r fir s t t wen t y Clinical Law Work), as well as
semester-hours. 344 and 388. Essentially,
6. This proposal will aid, anonymous grading is for 100,
students seeking summer, as well 200, and 300 level courses with
final exams and numerical'as permanent employment by
making this information grades, and having written work
which is supplemental to theavailable to prospective
employers at the student's exams. Anonymous grading will '
request. not apply to non-exam courses;
The vote was called on the such must be so announced in
adoption of the student proposal the catalogue and to the class by
the instuctor at the start of thein principle, with referral by the
Dean to the Student-Faculty course.
On call of the question, the
Starts April 10 .
FREE-FREe
BIKE
GIVE-AWAV
2-Columbia
BMA-6 Bikes
1 Man's and I Woman's
Register Early and Often
Rules of Drawing
1.Coupons given by Cashiers (1 to customer)
2. No purchase necessary
3. Winners need not be present to win
4. Drawing April 21, 4:00 PM
5. Winners will be notified by phone or mall
6. 1st winners must pick up bikes by April 26 (4:00 PM)
or new names will be drawn
7. Present employees of the book store or their
Immediate family not eligible for drawing
Faculty voted with one dissent
to pass the motion calling for up
or down adjustment of the final
Course grade, for written work
apart from an
anonymously-graded exam.
The main motion became the
pending business.· Professor
Cibinic moved an amendment
that the up-or-down adjustment
be without knowledge of the
exam grade. The motion was
seconded, but was defeated.
The question was called on
the main motion: that the fianl
course grade be moved up or
down for class performance,
apart from an
anonymously-graded exam.
Professor Kuhn commented that
the Faculty straw vote at the
December 17 meeting had been
for upward-only adjustment for
oral performance, and that this
result had been communicated
to the students. Professor
Rothschild moved an
amendment limiting adjustment
to upward only for oral
performance. Professor
Robinson challenged the
amendment on a point of order,
and Dean Kramer called for a
vote on allowing up or down
adjustment for all oral work and
classroom performance. This
motion carried by 18 votes to 5.
On putting the question on up
or down for oral performance,
the motion carried on a show of
hands.
Professor· Allen moved to
limit lowering of grades to three
points. This was seconded, and
the resulting vote deadlocked at
9 to 9.
Following comments by
Professor Cibinic and Robinson,
and Mr. Hannaway, Professor
Park asked for a vote on having a
three-point limit on downward
adjustment for oral work; this
proposal lost.
Dean Kramer presented the
question of having an
anonymous-grading system on
the lines, and principles already
voted.
The Faculty finally passed the
basic motion to have an
anonymous-grading system
inco rporating the previously
adopted features.
Dean Kramer commented that
under this sytem no professor
will know which of his students
are taking the course on a
pass-fail basis. All adjustments to .
the anonymous exam grade for
oral or written work will be
disclosed by posting when the
final course grades are posted.
No final course grade may be
below 45 or exceed 100, and all
final course grades in required
sectional, courses must fall
within, the distribution curve the
Faculty has previously approved.
WASHINGTON
SECRETARIAT, Inc.
Office Space Available
with
secretarial services, telephone answering
919 18th St., N.W., Suite 800
Washington, D.C. 20006
202-296 4680
(resumes, theses, legal, manuscripts)
DISCOUNT LAW BOOKS
ANNOUNCING THE LARGEST SAVINGS ON LAW BOOKS
IN THIS .AREA AT:
Washington Law Book Co., Inc.
1917 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
-Telephone 785-0424
I I G. W. I........... LAW SCHOOL
.............---- --'fREE CUP
Of COffEE
WHILE YOU
BROWSE!
Student law books are not a sideline at my store. What advantages I
. have in technical experience and low overhead are passed to you in
. tremendous savings, Please come by and compare prices and selection.
EYE STREET
WASHINGTON_I I r--l
LAW BOOK CO. I I
1112 blocks from GW Law School between 19th and 20th Streets on Eye
Street, above Vince's Barber Shop under the awning.
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NLC Environment Program Highly Rated
by Dennis P. Koehler
3rd year lawstudent
power, transportation, uses of com mit tee s , is seeking to join the Sierra Club'S. Cohen, on a law review article
the public lands, river basin and public-interest/environmental as co-intervenor. which discusses the judicial
Few students at the National Law estuarine development, surface organizations, and private Other typical clinical projects interpretation given
Center are probably aware that this mining, land use planning, and practitioners. Students may take in which National law Center Section 102(1) of NEPA to date,
law school's Environmental Law ocean environments. up to three credits per semester students participate are these, all and the potential for substantive
. 'Program is by far the largest in the (3) Environmental litigation - inthis program, and may receive performed with the gUidance of 'application of NEPA tocountry (since September 1970,
there have been more than 1000 Discusses the special problems a maximum of eight curriculum attorneys of the Natural environmental problems.
indi~idual course registrations, for involved in bringing credits toward their degree Resources Defense Council A team of four second year
more than 2,952 credits); and that it environmental lawsuits. requirements. The normal (NRDC): students, supervised by the
has more qualified instructors (one including pleadings, selection of prerequisite is satisfactory -The Civil Aeronautics Board's graduate environmental fellow,full-time professor and Program bl f E I .
f Proper courts, pro ems 0 completion of nvironmenta failure to comply with S103 of is working on a project opposrnqDirector and our part-time
professors and professorial lecturers proof, discovery techniques, trial Law I. The Program is designed NEPA in issuing commercial the transfer of privately owned
teaching environmental subjects preparation. and the use of to place the student under the airline route certificates, Potomac River wetlands for a
exclusively, as well as five full-time expert witnesses and scientific close supervision of those -The Bureau of Reclamation's right of access to certain lands
faculty members teaching courses in· id . I k"' h f" Id h' G W hleVI ence. active y wor Ing m t e re • failure -to adequately consider the on t e eorge as mgtonenvironment-related subjects).
, It offers more substantive (4) Water Resources law - Secondary supervision is environmental impact of a Memorial Parkway, to be used
environmental law and Studies the history and exercised by the director of the Federal reclamation project on for high-rise commercial
environment-related courses (twelve, development of American water environmental law program. the American River. Proceedings development. NEPA and the
many of which are offered in the rig h t s s y s t ems, the i r were held before the California legislative authorities pertainingevening); offers the nation's only The clinical environmental
Master'sDegree in Natural Resources modification by federal statutes lb' h S· State Water Resources Control to memorial parks and parkways
and government and state law aw program egan In t e pnnq, Board. and the authority of theand Environmental Law 1971, semester following faculty
(approxil11ately thirty such LL.M. projects, and the impact on -Action to challenge FDA . Department of ln.erior to takebe f db' approval of the program indegrees will have en con erre y these svterns of competition appro,val of the chemical DES such action are involved.August 19721; offers a $6000 d December of 1970. For the
between. public an private for use as an animal feed Another third year student isgraduate fellowshipin Environmental in itial semester. 5 students
Law'. and "providesthe best clinical users. Also examined are the additive. assisting a Japanese law. enrolled in the program. Duringenvironmental law opportunities to federal, state. and local agencies -Determining if the U.S. professor in preparing an articlethe 1971-72 school year thebe found anywhere in the country. which manage the nation's water Patent Office is required. to on Japanese pollution control
The followingarticle is designedto d'b program began to expand, with I fbi' . . A .resources an contn ute to consider the environmental aw or pu rcation m mencaninform the National Law Center 23 participants for two
d· and/or resolve interjurisdictional impact of those products for legal journals." .student who is interested in stu ylng semesters. Students are working S
environmental law, or pursuing a conflicts. which it issues patents. ummer Credit Availableclosely with several private E' I Lcareer in the environmentallaw field, Environment-related courses At the present time, one The nvironmenta aw
of the nature and scope of this, the ff d b th N ti I l attorneys in the Washington Program. co.ntinues to receiveo ere yea rona aw area, with the Natural Resources student is working with the
~~~~:~~:~~~i:~~gram of study in Center include Land Use Defense Council, the National National Wildlife Federation many more requests for clinical
The Environmental law Planning, Land Development Wildlife Federation and the (NWF), preparing regulations for student participation then it can
law, Natural Resources law, Sierra Club. the Department of Interior fill. Professor Reitze, whoProgram of the National law Sci d h LIP . . lini I f
renee an t e ega rocess, Durl'ng the Fall semester two which would ban the use of lead envrsions a c mica program orCenter, George Washington LIP . A' 19721973' I' fega rot ec tion galnst students received credit for shot;considerable evidence - invo vmg up to ortvUniversity, was begun in T hi' I H d A . d . d h d t
ec no oqica azar s, tornic activities with the Sierra Club. indicates ingestion of this shot stu ents, remm s t ose stu en sSeptember, 1970, with a grant E L PI' d h h iif hr' I
from the Ford Foundation. The nergy aw, opu anon an t e An LL.M, candidate, working seriously injures wildfowl. A w 0 qua I y t at c irnca
law, and International law of with Mr. Ronald WI·lson. Esq., second. year student is working environmental credit may beProgram was initiated by its h S S d . h d h .
t e ea. tu ents m ot er filed a SUI't opposing 'airport with NWF to determine the acquired uring t e comingcu rrent Director, Professor d " I I h S· S d h
tra tiona aw courses, suc as development in Palmdale, environmental impact of Summer essron, tu ents w 0
Arnold W. Reitze, Jr., who came U f a i T d P . d Jn ore-recisterin a Ir rae, racttces , California, alleging 'failure to proposed highway expansions in are intereste In pre-reqistermqto the National law Center with C . . I l d ff dOh
o n sttruttona aw, an cornplv w','th the Natl'onal Florida on the Big Cypress and for courses 0 ere In t efive years' environmental law Ad .. . La I I l P
mmlstratlve ware aso Envl'ronmental Policy Act Everglades watersheds, Environmenta aw rogramteaching expe, rience at . d' t I '. t h Id 'Ok t
Cleveland's Case Western asslgne envlronmen a proJec s. (NEPAl. A third year student particularly on the area known next year, or w 0 WOU leo
Reserve law School. Courses For detailed information on all has intervened and provided as "Alligator Alley". take advantage of the clinical
course offerings, see the testimony in the Potomac A third year student recently opportunities available, may
offered under this Program 1971·1972 Law School Bulletin. EI 0 d PC' collaborated with local attorney inquire at the Environmental
. include: .. The Clinical En~ironmental ecthr~ckahn . owberf °t~pa6Ycs and professorial lecturer at the Law Program offices, Fifth(1) Environmental law I - Law Program rate I e eanng e ore e .. FI L L'b
Examines the role of philosophy The National Law Center'. Public Service Commission. and National Law Center, Mr. Bernard oor, aw I rary, ..
in ~ap~g the gov~nment~ location intheN~~n~Capna~~~~~~~~~~~~~n
environmental laws, policy, and headquarters for most federal n k ~
~~~~o~ro~~:~:s~f :i~a~~~e:at~~ :~~ronp~~~:~ cO;~~'ro;~:~:;i U New Yor State n
pollution., solid waste related organizations, offers a ~ . ~ B' E U
management, and the impact of unique opportunity for the ~~." ar xam ~
technology and population on environmental law student to. < , ....
our environment. It also put ..into practice those concepts ~ •
examines the use of the legal learned in the classroom. <:-:1.1·111. (.) ~
system in solving environmental The Clinical Program allows BAR REV lEW COURSE, inc.
problems. second semester second- and ~
{2) Environmental Law " - third-year students and graduate "Founded 1946" ~
Continues the examination of students, who have mastered the
federal, state, and 'local fundame~tals of environmental ~
governmental control programs law, to participate in projects For the July Bar, a tape course in Washington. OR attend live 'rurse in New
h,ving ,podfio ,nv'<on... n,,' 'pon,o"d by ,ov,mm,n' YorkCity. ~
imPFaCltSLinM'UOhs'~"',,'eo'r'o '" n"" . 0on,,,,, i000' ~ IUY"::.' b=:':~~:no~~::=~u ~
n ~ SCHOOL IN PERSON ON WEDNESDAY, ~'72 U APRIL 12 AT 1 PM. HE WILL DISCUSS
·Apr. 14 - Ecstacy, with Hedy n THE NEW YORK BAR AND ANSWER n
friday 17 Lam" 7 & 9,30 B,ltroom U ~ :;'~E5T10NS ABOUT PREPARING FOR. ~ ~
~
~~~SC==-=X,r===)lsc==-=x~dJ ~• 21 - Hiroshima Mon Amourserl es 7 & 9:30 Ballroom In the last 5 years, better than 80% of the Marino Bar Reviewn Course students passed the Bar examination. ~
·Itt..._! I U July 1972 exam:
~ - - 28 - Claire's Knee ~
- - t • 7 & 9:30 Ballroom The course will be conducted by Tape, at a convenient D.C-Iocation ~.....i!- ' beginning the first week in June, for the July exam. Call or Writeler.. .May 5 - The Wizard of Oz ~ The fee for the Bar Review Course is $200.00 and includes lectures Marino Bar Review, Inc.
tickets available 7 & 9:30 Ballroom and books in the CPLR, Evidence, Substantive Law, Problem 109 Tullamore Road ~
at the Info Desk Analysis, Essay Writing Techniques, Yes-No type questions and Garden City, N. Y, 11530
after 6 PM ~ answers review and recent developments in the law. Contact Your
Local Representative, ~NO tickets at the The Marino Bar Review Course Inc::.is incorporated under the New .,
door ~ork .State Education Law and approved for the training of veterans Hc;r;;~9 r~~beln
and disabled veterans. . X
v-===>f1<=::)f~1<=::)f~K::::::)f~~K::::::)f~~JCJ
EMPLOYMENT, from p. 1
science and teaching, law
became the glamour profession
for young people. A spate of
television series depicted young
lawyers as an idealistic, modlsh,.
prosperous breed, and it became
fashionable for young people
to consider the law as a way to
be solvent while working for
change within the system.
At the same time, law was
becoming a respectable career
for young blacks, and it was
becoming more willing to accept
women. While Ph. D:s were
scrambling for jobs, it was
widely publicized that Wall
'Street law firms were breaking in
their new lawyers at $18,000 per
year.
Consequently, law school
enrollment rose from 41,499 in
1961 to 94,469 last year.
Among women, enrollment
soared from 1,489 in 1961 to
8,914 in 1971.
Law school admissions
became a pressure cooker, with
applications at prestige schools
far outnumbering freshmen
openings. Harvard is receiving
8,000 applications each year for
500 openings. In 1961, 23,099
people took the law school
aptitude test, while 150,000 are
expected to take it this year.
Over-all, the nation's 147
accredited Jaw schools are able
to take fewer than one-half of
those who want to enroll.
With no increase in law
schools, the annual rate of
graduates ,will reach about
30,000 by 1974. But the
Department of Labor estimates
that the average annual opening
for lawyers until 1980 will be
14,500.
This includes only legal jobs,
not other jobs that legally
trained people sometimes do,
and the Labor Department
concludes that the prospects will
. be "very good" for graduates of
well-known law schools and
those with high grades.
Ronnie . Blumenthal,
Special . Assistant to
Commissioner Ethel Bent
Walsh of the Equal
Employment Opportunity
Commission, will speak at
the Law Center on
Monday, April 17 at 8,00
p.m,
The discussion, "Sex
Discrimination In
Employment: A Realsitic
Assessment," is being
sponsered· by the NU
Chapter of Kappa Beta Pi
Legal Sorority and will be
held in the alumni lounge,
Bacon Hall, 2000 H st.,
N.W.
Millard H. Ruud, a law
professor at the University of
Texas who serves as the A.B.A.'s
consultant on legal education,
says that the number of law
schools is bound to increase.
"Compared to the expense of
opening a medical school.. it's
relatively inexpensive to create
and operate a law school, and
many new universities consider a
law school as good for their
image," Mr. Ruud said in an
interview.
Within the next two years
new law schools will be opened
by Antioch College, Brigham
Young University, the University
of California at Santa Barbara,
the Univeristy of Hawaii, the
University of Pudget Sound and
Southern Illinois University.
Mr. Ruud and Mr. Meserve say
that in Texas and Michigan there
has been. some talk in legal
circles that more law schools are
not needed.
Dave Cooper
Is Elected
New Editor
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Student Union; Profits
Dave Cooper, presently
Advocate News Editor, has been
elected to succeed Gene
Mechanic as Editor-in-Chief.
Cooper, a second-year student,
will assume his duties beginning
with the next Advocate issue.
The new editorial st ..ff of the
Advocate plans to publlsh a
special "orientation issue", to be
made, available to incoming
freshman law students, as well as
to frustrated upperclassmen.
Cooper hopes that the law
school ·will . respond . to his
requests for articles about the
ways and means of 'surviving at
this law school.
Cooper especially will be
seeking articles from first-year
students. ''The shock of two
semesters at the National Law
Center keeps the adrenaline
surging through first-year viens,"
Cooper said:'The old-timers may
be wiser but they're more
numb," he added.
(hose presently serving 10 tne
S.B.A. Assembly are sincerely
interested in making the
student's three or four year stay
at this law school more
beneficial. A major step in
converting their sincerity into
achievements would be to
remove the major structural
obstacles. Once the Student Bar
Association and the
Student-Faculty Committee are
abolished students will have
ridded themselves of the fiction
of student government. Such
action coupled with the creation
of a student-interest lobby is
long overdue.
Manning Warren
SBA Secretary
In response to an editorial in
the Advocate last issue I am
prompted to make some
remarks. The profit margin in
most student (and professional)
law books is very small. Many
students don't appreciate that it
is the various publishers, not the
retail store, that make large
profits and, perhaps, encourage
some rip-offs.
Bob Yannuzzi
Manager, Washington
Law Book CO.
(Ed. Note: The Advocate
editorial referred to above said
that the GWBookstore carried a
copy of ProfessorDixon's book
for $12.50, while at least one
New York bookstore csrries a
copy of the same book for
$1.00.)
AD VOCA T£ staff meeting to be held on Monday, April 10 at
7:00 p.m. In Harlan Brewer. Newcomers welcome. We need ~o
fill staff positions.
EX-SPEED-ITE
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Modern Rape laws: An Assault on
by Candy Cohen
2nd year law student
In the District of Columbia,
there are two types of rape: rape
and statutory rape. Statutory
rape is -defined as penetration of
a female under sixteen. There is
a conclusive presumption that
the victim did not consent,
. thereby eliminating consent as a
defense. Also, lack of knowledge
.of the woman being under
sixteen is no defense.
Ms. Mautner, a Georgetown
Legal Intern, believes the
rationale of this law is that
women under sixteen have no
sexual feelings, thereby being
unable' to consent to sexual
intercourse. As it is rather
obvious that 'women under
sixteen do have sexual
intercourse, she wants the law
changed either by lowering the
age or by reducing the
conclusive presumption to
rebuttable presumption.
Rape requires penetration,
force, and lack of consent. There
must be corroboration of the
three requirements and identity
of the rapist. This can be
circumstantial evidence such as
penetration can be corroborated
by medical examination, force
by torn clothes or bruises, lack
of consent by unfamiliarity with
the rapist and identity by
adequate opportunity to
observe.
Ms. Mautner sees two
problems with the law that
makes it unusually difficult to
get a convicti on; the
requirement of force and lack of
consent, and the corroboration
of each requirement. While the
sex squad of the District of
Columbia advises women to
submit if there is any intimation
of violence, the law has more
stringent criteria for force and
lack of consent. Many times the
rapist will tell the victim he is
carrying a weapon and will kill
her if she does not cooperate.
The woman will take him at his
word and submit rather than be
killed or maimed.
However, once in court, the
. defense will impeach her
credibility and make it more
difficult for the prosecution to
carry its burden of proof on
Reason
force and lack of consent by corroboration. Ms. Mautner value cannot be restored.
introducing in evidence that the states that there is only one An article in 1952-53 Yale
rapist was not carrying a other crime which has such a law Journal characterizes the
weapon, and by interrogating stringent corroboration legal rationale behind the law
her on her failure to ask the man requirement. She believes the against rape as reflecting the
to produce the weapon. rationale of this is that women desire of society to maintain
Consent compounds the encourage the rapist and that monogomaus system based on
problem and the case law implies women are vengeful. bargaining of potential spouse
that if a man and woman know The' law is based, in Ms. and '''within this process the
each other there was consent. Mautner's opinion, on the woman's power to withhold or
Yet, in D.C.,' the sex squad states contradiction that women are grant sexual access' is an
the majority of reported rapes dying to be raped but must important bargaining weapon."
occur between acquaintances. In maintain a demure demeanor and Thus, the consent of woman
most states and D.C., there can preserve their virginity until to. sexual. relations gives man
be no rape between husband and marriage, in order to be able to "privilege of bodily access,
wife. If the couple are not use their offer of exclusive personal prize whose value is
married but have had sexual access to their body to attain enhanced by sole ownership."
intercourse, most judges will not marital status. An additional reason for man's
find lack at consent. Even if the Thus, rape law is not to condemnation of rape may be
victim did not know her protect women but to prevent found in the threat to his status
assailant, if she has had sex out the reduction in value of man's from a decrease in the value of
of wedlock, the sex squad say it sex object by other men. his sexual possession which
is extremely difficult to prove· Because of the requirements would result from forcible
lack of consent. of force and lack of consent and violation.
The belief that women who corroboration of every element, The rationale behind
have had sex outside of marriage rape law is extremely difficult to statutory rape and rape law are
can not be raped underlies the enforce. These obstacles were hypocritical and absurd. The
".rule 'of admissibility of the built·in to' the law because odds are greater that a man will
sexual reputation of the victim, . although men want to deter go to jail for having sex with a
while excluding the assailant's other men from raping their consenting fjfteen year old
previous rape convictions. women, once it happens men woman than for raping a
The second problem is blame women whose reduced seventeen year old woman.
Well, if you do-you were most likely shopping at the Discount Record Shop. For the past 20 years, Discount has
served the total record needs of greater Washington. The shop has been located the last IS of those years below
DuPonfCircle next to the theater, and this location is now convenient to everyone ...anywhere in the world.
The Discount Record Shop has a mailorder service. Nothing new, but now we don't keep it such a secret: you
can shop one of the best record stores in the country and not leave your desk. We'll supply you with catalogs, sale
lists, and offer the same low in-store prices. Be lazy, don't fight the crowds, the traffic, or those stores which stock
the 50 best selling albums only, We'll indulge you with records, cassettes, g-tracks, imports, blank tape and even
some low priced equipment.
Just send us your name to add to our mailing list, or send us one dollar and we'll send you a new Schwarm record
catalog, Schwann two, Harrison tape catalog, some sale lists and a price schedule.i.with your first order, we'll
deduct the dollar. There is no postage charge for orders over $5.00 and D.C. residents must pay 4% tax.
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Chevy Chase, Md. 20015
